Good Morning Julie

Thank you for talking my call earlier this morning. Please extend our thanks to Mr van Zyl Slabbert for accepting our offer to write the foreword, it is greatly appreciated.

The foreword for Leadership is fairly short, coming in at a maximum of 350 words and minimum of 250 words. The deadline is Friday the 8th August 2008. The topic of the foreword is usually left to the imagination of the author and any relevant topic is allowed. Below, I have included a rundown of topics that will be included in the September, should Mr van Zyl Slabbert chose to tie his comments to them.

Cover face and feature JACOB ZUMA An exclusive interview With JZ on everything From Mugabe to Mbeki

Exclusive interview with Alex Boraine
Column by Tony Leon
Tomorrows Leaders speech by Tom Boardman, CEO of Nedbank
SA Inc – hard-hitting article on the turnaround strategy for SA
Millennium goals – How are we looking for 2014 goals.
Profile on Aquila Lodge CEO
Death has no dominion – WWII story of a mother and SA soldier
Profile on Robert Kiyosaki – Author of Rich Dad Poor Dad
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